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Identify how formulaic phrases y p
are associated with short (less 
than 2 seconds) and long (2+ g
second) pauses, and 
Identify how they are collocated y y
with fillers, interjections, 
discourse markers and similar d scou se a e s a d s a
contextualization cues.  



Our data shows changes in g
function for the kinds of pauses in 
a story, and in its subsequent y q
retelling:
◦ from signaling difficulty in finding g g y g
words 
◦ to signaling problems in finding key 

h h d f hcomponents in the thread of the 
story (Davis and Maclagan 2006). 



Identify when and how the production 
of pauses and collocated sequences 
are keyed 
to functions within a conversation, or 
to location in the interaction, orto location in the interaction, or 
to functions in narration, particularly 
in replacing or augmenting a defectivein replacing or augmenting a defective 
narrative component.



Wray & Perkins (2000) list over 40 terms 
d ibi f l i Thdescribing formulaic utterances. They 
define a formulaic utterance as
“a sequence continuous or discontinuousa sequence, continuous or discontinuous, 
of words or other meaning elements, which 
is, or appears to be, prefabricated: pp p
that is, stored and retrieved whole from 
memory at the time of use, rather than 
being subject to generation or analysis bybeing subject to generation or analysis by 
the language grammar”



AlzTalk: NC
8  speakers, bi-monthly chats, 2+ yrs, 1999-2005
professional researcher partners, ave. 10 min ea.
24 speakers, monthly chats, 1-2 yrs, 2000-2005p y y
professional researcher partners, ave. 10 min ea.
40 speakers, 2 – 8 chats per yr, 2004-present, student 
conversation partners, ave. 15 min ea.conversation partners, ave. 15 min ea.

AlzTalk: NZ
6 speakers, chats each 4 months, 2+ yrs, 2004-07

f i l h 10 iprofessional researcher partner, ave. 10 min ea.

password-protected web portal being developedp p p g p



All are women, Caucasian, born 1918-24, 
and from predominantly rural originsand from predominantly rural origins
12 ten-minute clips, or ca. 2 hours

◦ NZ: 2 impaired (Jane Roberts, Margaret Bell)  2 
conversations each, across 2 years
◦ NZ: 2 unimpaired (Margaret Bell, MD, MH) – from 

ONZEONZE
◦ NC: 2 impaired (Glory Mason, Eileen Copeland) 2 

conversations each, across 2 years
NC 2 i i d (B b G d D i◦ NC: 2 unimpaired (Barbara Goodroe, Daisy 
Dunlap)—from NewSouthVoices, 
http://newsouthvoices.uncc.edu



Their study in AD speech
◦ may help understand role of formulaic speech
◦ may help identify areas of pragmatic compensation, 

and thereby clarify classification of pragmatically-and thereby clarify classification of pragmatically
driven components in conversational narrative
◦ may contribute to proposed models of disfluency 

processingprocessing 
◦ may help understand expectations for pauses, wait-

time, false starts – the ‘normal’ tolerance for ‘error’ 
or ‘deviance,’ and the socialization of (culturally-
reinforced) perceptions about aging and cognition



Looking at hesitation markers, pragmatic 
markers (Norrick 2007), and fillers may help 
us better understand how “individuals with 
Alzheimer’s disease and their interlocutorsAlzheimer s disease and their interlocutors 
make sense within emergent interaction… 
how conversational partners display their p p y
communicative intentions, draw 
communicative inferences, signal social 

l ti d t t th irelations, and co-construct the ongoing 
activity”  Hamilton (2005: 240) 



Clinical Testing can ground aggregate 
commentary but it may miss key issues ofcommentary, but it may miss key issues of 
production and interaction on any given day
Conversational Analysis offers a great deal to 
analyst, can be translational, but doctor or nurse 
unlikely to conduct it
Interactional Sociolinguistics: We are working atInteractional Sociolinguistics: We are working at 
discourse-level as informed by interactional and 
variationist sociolinguistics (see, for example, 
Yaeger-Dror 2003 whose study of intonationYaeger Dror 2003, whose study of intonation 
and prosody shows that ‘social concerns 
predominate over …cognitive needs’)



Does not occur only at syntactic boundaries (Pinker 
2005 H l 2005 i ‘ lli ’ d2005: Hayes et al,2005 review ‘stalling’ and 
‘advancing’)
Frequently precedes but does not follow function-Frequently precedes but does not follow function
content word unit (Gee & Grosjean 1983) 
Ferreira (1993) identifies two kinds of pauses:
◦ “timing based pauses” based on preceding 

material – due to prosody
“ l i b d ” d i◦ “planning based pauses” due to upcoming 
material – due to syntax



They can buy valuable time for the speaker
They may not always be used just for 
planning or word-finding
Th b h di fl iThey may be more than disfluencies

We assert they are used by AD speakers for 
social interaction as part of a repertoire ofsocial interaction as part of a repertoire of 
compensatory language behaviors 



With Alzheimer’s speakers, fillers may 
act both as placeholders and hesitation 
markers – and it can be hard to tell 

h h h h ddwhich is which. In addition, 
◦ Heterogeneity of impairments, preserved abilities

Can have other ailments besides AD◦ Can have other ailments besides AD
◦ Placeholders for AD speakers can include 

formulaic sequences or fragments of such
◦ Interjections are hard to classify because timing 

and cognitive rhythms can be ambiguous



When and under what conditions will 
filler/hesitation markers be inserted? And 
what is the perception of appropriate or 
troublesome pause length by unimpairedtroublesome pause length by unimpaired 
speakers?
◦ Appropriacy of length from interlocutor’s viewpoint pp p y g p

is tied to language, culture, and situation – that 
includes cognitive status
◦ In our data we make distinctions of under 1sec for◦ In our data, we make distinctions of under 1sec for 

micro-pauses, less than 2 sec for typical pausing by 
older speaker and over 2 seconds for slowdown.



next word (may also include ‘false start’)
phrase typically in ‘read’ speechphrase – typically in read  speech
turn management
topic management
narrative component: Oliviera (2002; 2000) reviewsnarrative component: Oliviera (2002; 2000) reviews 
evidence for pauses and hesitations surrounding the 
production of narratives, and claims that pause 
duration is not keyed to content but to a cognitive y g
planning cycle. We think it would make sense, then, 
that AD speakers whose disease is advancing might 
move to such a cycle, and that presumably-
unimpaired speakers can be said to have habituatedunimpaired speakers can be said to have habituated 
specific narrative production patterns. What will be 
interesting will be to see what features of narrative 
production remain, and to what extent they may be p , y y
associated with pauses and fillers. 







but they used to come to me for holidays .@ and
ah @ Nicholas was here @ for um @ ah @ah  .@ Nicholas was here .@ for um .@  ah  .@ 
no Richard was here for ah ah f Guy Fawkes Day 
[. . . .]
.@ and I said do you want a lemonade bottle? 
and he looked at me and I said come on  and we 
went down on the back bank on the creek bank 
and the trees weren’t so big then .@ and ah  .@ 
I said now .@  ah  .@ I showed him how to put .@ 
the ah lemonade bottle down an’ the the rocketthe ah  lemonade bottle down an  the the rocket 
in the bottle an’ let it off and ooh he thought this 
was wonderful .@











Short pauses typically signal word-finding, -
substitution or -repair or elaborative formulaicsubstitution or repair, or elaborative, formulaic 
phrases.

Long pauses introduce new topics or new 
information in a fairly well-developed story co-information in a fairly well developed story co
constructed with her partner’s go-ahead signals, 
but without her partner’s giving her major content 
as prime or probe.

Her short pauses suggest timing issues and 
her long ones suggest planning issues

Pausing pattern suggests her elaborativePausing pattern suggests her elaborative 
formulaic phases act as (non-
compositional) word-units



While Jane speaks nearly the same number 
f d h h bof words, her pauses have begun to pattern 

differently in both quantity and function. 
◦ Short pauses now signal new topics as wellShort pauses now signal new topics as well 

as occasional word-finding issues
◦ Long pauses most often signal reflective 

l ti h f t fevaluation or search for component of 
narrative/account and 
◦ She includes a greater number of SBU toShe includes a greater number of SBU to 

signal that she cannot remember something 
(Norrick 2005). 
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Story 2 - story finding
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MB: 1994 (unimpaired) and 2004 (AD)

MB [unimpaired] Polio story 1994
JH and I was interested recently to hear that although 
you'd had polio as a baby they didn't know until some 

lyears later 
MB no um . ah Auntie Abby which . who was a child who 
you know belonged to the foster parents ah . had been 
sick and mother and I had gone a few days to stay with hersick and mother and I had gone a few days to stay with her 
probably someone like Malcolm was head cook and bottle 
washer while we were away . because there was no-one to 
look after her . and so we went and stayed and
JH how old were you at this stage?JH how old were you at this stage?
MB oh quite little I would think under five . and um . 
somehow or other Mother must have rung up the doctor 
and he arrived . in his car and he'd brought his g



Polio story 16 April 2004
JH: yeah . did you read Margaret that Mum had to go toJH: yeah . did you read Margaret that Mum had to go to 
hospital when she was little?
MM: I did . that must have been - that was wouldn’t have 
been at all an adventure it would have been horrible
MB hMB: yeah
MM: what had happened?
MB: polio
MM: polio?MM: polio?
MB: yeah
MM: wow – and . what was what was affected?
MB: oh polio – oh I should think all those regions [pointingMB: oh polio oh I should think all those regions [pointing 
to her lower leg]
MM: so all of your leg . yeah
MB: yeah mostly



Pauses, fillers, and placeholders act as signals of 
‘compensation at work’ for expectations that arecompensation at work  for expectations that are 
retained and habituated
Ripich et al 2000: “Persons with AD appear to 
strive for communication competence as 
language declines by increasing certain 
compensatory pragmatic aspects. . . .” p y p g p
Davis & Maclagan  2006: “In moving from early to 
moderate dementia,  the speaker’s pauses shift 
function from word-finding to story-componentfunction from word finding to story component 
finding: timing gives way to planning at story-
level.” 



We wish here to add filled pauses, fillers, and 
hesitation markers to what we have already claimedhesitation markers to what we have already claimed 
for the use of fixed expressions, extenders and, on 
occasion, metonymy in pragmatically appropriate 
ways even when the AD “speakers cannot themselvesways even when the AD speakers cannot themselves 
retrieve the full referential sets implied….  An 
understanding of the social-interactional functions 
for discourse features can contribute to the currentfor discourse features … can contribute to the current 
discussion of the social construction of dementia and 
can help professional and family caregivers and care 
providers to avoid what Sabat et al. (2004) call theproviders to avoid what Sabat et al. (2004) call the 
“malignant social positioning” that limits the DAT 
speaker to being seen merely as a patient.” 
(Maclagan, Davis & Lunsford, in press 2007)( g , , p )



The use of pauses, hesitation markers, and fillers as 
they accompany or suggest the presentation ofthey accompany or suggest the presentation of 
narrative components by AD speakers may best be 
interpreted at discourse-level (we like Norrick 2007, 
this conference ‘pragmatic marker’) as social-this conference, pragmatic marker ) as social
interactional features used for different kinds of 
finding-strategies and turn-, place- or floor-holders 
to compensate for other declining pragmatic skillsto compensate for other declining pragmatic skills.
Next steps will be to expand the analysis of pauses, 
fillers, hesitation markers and their interaction with 
formulaic sequences and narrative components to theformulaic sequences and narrative components to the 
study of talk by other speakers as they move through 
the disease.                               
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